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contrary to natural justice, or that it is repugnant to public
policy as understood in England.
(i)/'Foreign judgment obtained by fraud.
Domestic     If we omit all reference to private international law for the
judgn«a£B moment, we find a well-established rule that a domestic judg-
"^bfcfor ment may be impeached on the ground that it was obtained by
fraud fraud.i The unsuccessful party, instead of appealing or apply-
ing for a new trial, may bring an independent action to set
aside the judgment.2 It is not a method which is encouraged,3
or one which, owing to the strict burden of proof imposed upon
the plaintiff, easily succeeds. His action will be struck out as
vexatious and frivolous unless the statement of claim gives
particulars of some fraudulent act which, if proved, would en-
title him to succeed, and unless it affords some explanation why
the fact complained of was not adduced in evidence during the
original proceedings.4
The mean- The point, however, which has an important bearing upon
°{ private international law, is the meaning of 'fraud' in this con-
nexion. Of what nature must the fraud be in order to justify
the setting aside of a domestic judgment ? The answer is con-
tained in the classic judgment of Grey C.J. in The Duchesi of
Kingsto?£s_G££e,s which definitely established that judgments
are impeachable for fraud. Referring to the judgment of a Spiri-
tual Court, he said:
'But if it was a direct and decisive sentence upon the point, and, as it
stands, to be admitted as conclusive evidence upon the point, and not to
be impeached from within, yet, like all other acts of the highest judicial
authority, it is impeachable from without: although it is not permitted
to show that the court was mistaken^ it may be shown that they were misled.
'Fraud is an extrinsic, collateral act; which vitiates the most solemn
proceedings of Courts of Justice.'
The essential distinction, therefore, is between mistake and
trickery. An unsuccessful litigant cannot bring an independent
action to set aside a judgment as having been erroneous with
1	Duchess of Kingston** Case (1776), 2 S.L.C. 717; Kerr on Fraud, pp. 301,
365; Spencer Bower on Actionable Misrepresentation, pp. 358-63.
2	Flower v. Lloyd (No. i) (1877), 6 ChlX 297; Janesco v. Beard, [1930]
A.C. 298.
s F/aver^L/tyJQJo. 2) (1879), to ChJX 327, 333-4, James L.J,, though
Baggallay LJ. dissented.
«• Birch v. Bird, [1902] P. 130, 136, Vaughan Williams LJ,
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